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Abstract

Valuation and Damages for Franchised Businesses

by Patrick L. Anderson

A large number of businesses operate as “franchises,” in which a separate entity creates a brand 
identity for a product or service that is sold through a system of franchised retailers or wholesal-
ers. Examples include automobile dealers, hotels, beer distributors, restaurants, video, auto and 
other rental outlets. These businesses normally grant to the franchisor the rights to specify certain 
marketing and operational practices and define geographic sales territories. In return, the franchi-
see is normally granted the exclusive right to represent the brand within a certain area, and pays 
some royalty. Franchises in some industries are further governed by state and federal laws. 

We describe the sources of value in a franchisee business. We note that these sources include 
growth options for the brand itself, and the risk of termination of the brand, in addition to the 
expected discounted cash flow from the current business. These additional sources of value and 
risks mean that standard capitalized income approaches using recent earnings as a base will often 
produce erroneous value estimates.

To address the magnitude of “brand risk” in a franchisee valuation, we outline a model to value 
future business earnings subject to termination risk for the franchise. We present a simple formula 
to incorporate that risk, which can be incorporated in a modified capitalized income approach for 
valuing franchised firms. To illustrate the magnitude of the errors that result from ignoring termi-
nation risk, and to validate the recommended formula, we present results of Monte Carlo trials of 
a simple model. We recommend a parameterization of the model, based on experience over the 
past 100 years in the automobile industry.

Our results underline how “rules of thumb” can provide grossly misleading value or damages esti-
mates. We also describe common sources to disputes between franchisees and franchisors, and 
recommend steps to take when estimating damages for a franchised firm. 

An appendix includes a mathematical derivation and summary Monte Carlo methodology.

Patrick L. Anderson
Principal, Anderson Economic Group
615 W. Ionia, Lansing MI 48933
517 374 2596
http://www.andersoneconomicgroup.com

(c) 2003 Anderson Economic Group LLC. Permission to reproduce granted for private and research use.
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Introduction: Franchised Businesses

A large number of businesses operate under a “franchise.” Industry sectors 
dominated by franchised businesses include automobile dealers, hotels, beer 
and wine distributors, “fast food” and other restaurants, rental car outlets, video 
rental, copy centers, luxury coffee shops, booksellers, and other retailers. 

OUTLINE OF THIS 
REPORT

This report is organized in the following sections, each with a different focus: 

1. Introduction 
2. Definition of Franchise

a. Define “franchise,” and describe how franchisees and franchisors operate under 
a franchise.

b. Describe in more detail two of the largest franchise-dominated industries, retail 
automobile sales and the distribution of beer and wine.

c. Summarize key laws and regulations that govern franchised businesses.
3. Sources of Profit

a. Identify the sources of profit in a franchisee business. 
b. Note where these sources are different from those in businesses not operating 

under a franchise.
4. Valuation

a. From those sources of profit, describe the determinants of the market value of a 
franchisee firm; with particular attention to how aspects of the franchise itself 
strongly influence the market value of a franchisee business.

b. Describe certain “rules of thumb” for example franchisees, and provide some 
guidance on whether such rules provide reasonable estimates of market value or 
damages.

c. Show how standard discounted cash flow analyses can fail to accurately estimate 
market value of franchised firms.

d. Suggest a method to value franchised firms that appropriately reflects the unique 
risk characteristics of such a business. This method is presented as a formula for 
the capitalized value of future earnings subject to termination risk, such as 
“brand risk” in a franchise.

e. Test the formula with Monte Carlo trials.
5. Damages

a. Identify the common sources of disputes in franchise agreements, and the likely 
causes of lost profits that occur within franchised businesses. 

b. Recommend methods to properly identify and estimate these damages within 
franchised businesses.

6. Appendix
a. Derive the recommended formula for capitalizing income subject to termination 

risk.
b. Present summary data on Monte Carlo trials that validate the formula.
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Franchises Defined

Franchises are organized by businesses (known as “franchisors”) create a brand 
identity for a product or service, outline a method for providing the service, and 
appoint separate companies (known as “franchisees”) to provide the goods and 
services, in exchange for a fee. 

The three essential characteristics of a “franchise” system are: 

1. Trademark.
An entity known as a “franchisor” creates a brand identity for a product or service. 
This brand identity normally includes products or services that bear a trademarked 
symbol or name.

2. Significant Control.
These franchisor exercises significant control over the franchisees operations. This 
typically includes following certain standards for representing the brand, and for ser-
vice and product delivery.

3. Required Payment.
In return for the use of the trademarked product or service, and other benefits of 
being part of the franchise system, the franchisee pays a fee, royalty, or other amount 
to the franchisor.

Other Typical Characteristics

In addition to these essential elements, many franchises share the following 
characteristics:

4. A written agreement between the franchisor and franchisee outlines the obligations 
of the franchisee and franchisor. This may be called the “distribution agreement,” 
“sales and service agreement,” or “franchise agreement.” While this may seem a 
common-sense requirement, our experience indicates that many business arrange-
ments that are clearly franchises operate without a comprehensive written franchise 
agreement.

5. The franchisee is normally granted the exclusive right to represent the brand within a 
certain area, subject to performance and market standards. This territorial grant is a 
very important aspect of traditional franchises. However, the degree to which the 
franchisee truly has “exclusive” rights to represent the brand varies considerably. In 
particular, customers are almost always free to purchase a product or service from a 
franchisee of their choice, regardless of whether they are located in its designated 
market area.

SPECIAL NATURE OF 
FRANCHISES

In other cases, courts have recognized the special nature of a franchise agreement, and 
have been reluctant to call a simple business arrangement a “franchise” unless it ful-
filled all the characteristics.1 When true franchises exist, courts have recognized the 
importance of enforcing the franchise agreements, and laws governing them, in such a 
way as to prevent an abuse of power by one party:
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The rationale of Chem-Tek is harmonious with the MFIL's [Michigan Franchise Invest-
ment Law’s] purpose of preventing abuse of the perceived unequal bargaining power 
that exists between franchisors and franchisees. Franchisees are rendered particularly 
vulnerable when they depend upon the franchisor for the bulk of their business.2

STATUTORY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR 
FRANCHISES

Federal laws and regulations govern most franchised businesses. One of the 
most important is the FTC Franchise Rule.3 This rule uses the three-element test 
summarized above to define “traditional” franchises, and subjects them to dis-
closure requirements. In addition, as of 2003 fifteen states had additional statu-
tory requirements.4 These requirements generally require franchisors to disclose 
relevant information about the business similar to that required of companies 
selling securities in a publicly traded company.

FAIR DEALING LAWS Franchisees in some industries are further protected by state laws that require 
“fair dealing.” Such statutes normally attempt to prevent abuses of power in a 
franchise arrangement. One common feature is a requirement of “good cause” 
for important business decisions that affect the other party. 

Fair Dealing: Beer

For example, the Texas Beer Fair Dealing Act states:

“Good cause” means the failure by any party to an agreement, without reasonable 
excuse or justification, to comply substantially with an essential, reasonable, and com-
mercially acceptable requirement imposed by the other party under the terms of an 
agreement.5

In the beer and wine industry, state fair dealing statutes often require specific 
types of notice before the termination of a beer or wine wholesaler. Other provi-
sions of these statutes typically require a written franchise agreement, prohibit 
appointing more than one wholesaler in a certain region, and require posted 
prices or provide similar mechanisms that inhibit price competition. The statutes 

1. See Jerome Duncan v. Auto-by-Tel, 1999 FED App. 0183P (6th Cir.), where the 6th Circuit 
refused to view a business arrangement as a “franchise” even though the contract itself 
claimed to be a franchise agreement, because the putative franchisee (an auto dealer) did not 
have to subject itself to the putative franchisor’s control over a marketing plan and other key 
characteristics of a true franchise.

2.  Jerome Duncan v. Auto-by-Tel, 1999 FED App. 0183P (6th Cir.), citing Chem-Tek, Inc. v. 
General Motors Corp., 816 F. Supp. 123, 129 (D.Conn. 1993), and Geib v. Amoco Oil Co., 29 
F.3d 1050, 1056 (6th Cir. 1994). 

3. “Disclosure Requirements and Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Business Opportunity 
Ventures,” effective October 21, 1979, at 16 C.F.R. Part 436. The rule is also available on the 
FTC web site, at: http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/franchise/netrule.htm.

4. Found at FTC web site: http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/franchise/netdiscl.htm.
5. Texas Alcohol Code, Section 102.71, in the “fair dealing” subchapter.
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are not uniform across the states, and the varying statutes require some flexibil-
ity in the interpretation of the franchise agreement on the part of the franchisors.

Fair Dealing: Automobiles

In the automobile industry, state fair dealing laws often require a minimum area 
around each dealership in which the manufacturer may not appoint more than 
one dealer. Often these minimum areas are circles with a radius of 10 to 12 
miles. In many cases, there are requirements that extend out to the municipality 
or county boundaries.

Usually, the requirement is phrased in the statute as prohibiting the appointment 
of more than one dealer in a specified area, unless the manufacturer can estab-
lish a good business reason for doing so. “Good business reasons” are often left 
vaguely defined, but typically include customer convenience and business 
necessity criteria.

For example, the Illinois Motor Vehicle Franchise Act allows an existing dealer to 
protest the appointment of a new dealer within a certain area surrounding the existing 
dealer.6 A state board then decides whether the manufacturer has “good cause” to estab-
lish the new franchisee. The law establishes some of the criteria for such a decision: 

... when determining whether good cause has been established for granting such pro-
posed additional franchise or selling agreement, or for relocating an existing motor 
vehicle dealership, the arbitrators or Board shall consider all relevant circumstances ...  
including but not limited to: 

(1) whether the establishment of such additional franchise or the relocation of such 
motor vehicle dealership is warranted by economic and marketing conditions including 
anticipated future changes; 

(2) the retail sales and service business transacted by the objecting motor vehicle dealer 
or dealers and other motor vehicle dealers of the same line make with a place of busi-
ness in the relevant market area to be served by the additional franchise or the relocated 
motor vehicle dealership during the 5 year period immediately preceding such notice as 
compared to the business available to them; 

(3) the investment necessarily made and obligations incurred by the objecting motor 
vehicle dealer or dealers and other motor vehicle dealers of the same line make with a 
place of business in the relevant market area to be served by the additional franchise or 
the relocated motor vehicle dealership to perform their obligations under existing fran-
chises or selling agreements;

...7

6. Illinois Motor Vehicle Franchise Act, P.A. 86-1475; codified at 815 ILCS 710.
7. Illinois Motor Vehicle Franchise Act, excerpt of section 12.
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These laws do not prevent manufacturers from appointing new dealers to com-
pete with their existing dealers, but they do place some burden of proof upon 
them to show business necessity.

Federal Laws: Automobile Industry

The automobile industry in unusual in having a federal law that explicitly gov-
erns franchise relations in that industry. Nearly 50 years ago, Congress passed 
the Auto Dealers Day in Court Act in response to abuses by manufacturers.8 
This law was also motivated by a belief that local businesses would be more 
concerned about local preferences and local customer service than large, cen-
tralized corporations.9 This belief seems well-served by the experience of the 
succeeding half-century, even though the automobile industry has changed 
markedly.

LIMITATIONS ON 
COMMERCE IN 
FRANCHISED 
INDUSTRIES

The discussion above illustrates an important aspect of franchised businesses: 
they have significant limitations on their ability to buy and sell products. These 
limitations arise both from contractual obligations—notably those incorporated 
in their franchise agreement—and from state and federal laws that govern the 
industry. These laws typically reinforce certain franchise restrictions, while 
placing limits on others.

These limitations are often severe enough to merit review under the US Consti-
tution’s requirements for private property rights and free commerce. In particu-
lar, the interstate commerce clause in the US Constitution reserves to Congress 
the authority to regulate trade among the states. This provision is essential to the 
economic health of the nation, as it prevents trade wars from erupting among 
towns and states. The clear implication of this provision, sometimes called the 
“dormant commerce clause,” is that states are prohibited from infringing on 
trade across state borders. 

The XXI Amendment and Trade in Alcoholic Beverages

The alcoholic beverage industry is almost entirely organized under state laws, 
based on a grant of authority by the XXI amendment to the US Constitution. 
This amendment ended Prohibition, and allowed states to regulate the business 
of alcoholic beverages within their borders. 

8. The actual title is “Federal Automobile Dealers' Franchise Act,” at 15 U.S.C. section 1221. 
However, the common title is often used in the industry.

9. For a recent opinion on federal regulation of the industry, see “State Auto Dealer Regulation: 
One Man's Preliminary View,” by Thomas B. Leary, a Commissioner of the Federal Trade 
Commission, May 2001; found on the FTC web site at: http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/leary/
learystateautodealer.htm. 
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Under this broad grant of authority, almost all states enacted “three tier” laws 
that divided the industry into manufacturers that brew or distill alcoholic bever-
ages, distributors or wholesalers that purchase the products from the brewer and 
distribute them to retailers, and the retailers themselves. These laws prevent 
direct commerce to consumers, and also establish other restrictions on competi-
tion among sellers and distributors of alcoholic beverages.10 The XXI amend-
ment was originally construed to allow a nearly untrammeled ability of states to 
regulate the industry within their borders.11 In other industries, the Constitu-
tion’s protection of interstate commerce, the US government’s anti-trust laws, 
and other provisions of law and Constitution would have prevented state gov-
ernments from interfering in commerce to such an extent.12 

Reasserting the Commerce Clause—to a Point

In recent years, courts have begun recognizing limits to state authority under the 
XXI amendment, particularly in the area of interstate commerce.13 Many state 
laws that effectively limit the ability of out-of-state firms to participate in trade 
will likely be challenged in the near future. However, the constitutionality of the 
three-tier system within a state’s borders is generally accepted,14 and the eco-

10.Restrictions that are included in state laws include: residency requirements, requirements to 
post prices, restrictions on how often prices can be changed, prohibitions on cross-shipping or 
re-selling to others within the same tier, and requirements to deal with state-established 
monopoly providers. 

11.The XXI amendment was adopted in 1933. Its scope was tested quickly in State Board of 
Equalization of California v Young’s Market, 299 US 59, 57 S. Ct. 77 (1936), in which the 
Supreme Court acknowledged that a protectionist California statute would have violated the 
Commerce and Equal Protection clauses of the US Constitution, but ruled that since the adop-
tion of the XXI amendment, states could regulate the importation of alcoholic beverages with-
out being restricted by the Commerce Clause.

12.Practices that are established by state law in the alcoholic beverage industry—but might be 
prohibited in other industries—include establishing state monopolies, restricting importation 
across state lines, preventing commercial arrangements between manufacturers/importers, dis-
tributors, and consumers from developing as those parties saw fit, and imposing a three-tier 
system.

13.The modern turning point was Hostetter v Idlewild, 377 US 324, 84 S. Ct. 1293 (1964), where 
the US Supreme Court ruled that the Commerce Clause of the US Constitution must be read 
together with the XXI amendment, and therefore New York could not prohibit passengers on 
international flights from transporting alcoholic beverages outside the country. An important 
following case is Bacchus Imports v Dias, 468 US 573, 104 S. Ct. 2440 (1984).

More recent cases include Dickerson v. Bailey, US District Court for the Southern District of 
Texas, H-99-1247 (2000); in which the District Court held that a Texas statute preventing the 
importation of wine for personal use unless the consumer accompanied the beverage was an 
impermissibly protectionist state law; and Cooper v. McBeath, 11 F.3d 547 (1994), in which 
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a district court ruling striking down a residency 
requirement in Texas law.
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nomic structure it establishes for the beer industry is the fundamental backdrop 
to this industry.

14.This is evidenced by the fact that, even in the recent decisions cited above, only the offending 
provisions of state law were singled out, and the general three-tier system was left completely 
intact.
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Sources of Profit in a Franchised Business

With this understanding of the structure of franchised industries, we now focus 
on the sources of profit for firms operating within the structure. As noted above, 
the franchise structure imposes important obligations and provides important 
benefits to both franchisee and franchisor. These strongly affect the profits, and 
therefore the value, of firms in the industry.

MAKING MONEY WITH 
A FRANCHISE

Franchised businesses make money by selling products and services for more 
money than it costs them to acquire them—a principle not unique. However, 
there are unique characteristics of those products and services. In particular:

1. For a franchisor, the “cost” of producing the good or service can be a small fraction 
of the retail price. For example, the “cost” of a bottle of Coca-Cola is a very small 
fraction of the consumer’s price. The biggest costs may be advertising and other 
aspects of brand management, along with the costs of distribution. In businesses 
where the franchisees directly bear the costs of goods sold (such as in many locally-
owned franchised restaurants), the franchisor’s cost of the next unit sold may be 
almost vanishingly small. In the automobile industry, however, the dealer’s profit 
margin on the product may be small.15

2. The product’s brand identity is largely shaped by the franchisor—but it is the fran-
chisee that delivers the product or service. 

3. The ultimate customer often cannot distinguish the difference between the franchisor 
and franchisee, and may not know such a difference exists.

As a result of these characteristics, franchised businesses seek to maximize 
profits in a manner somewhat different than vertically-integrated firms. We deal 
with franchisors and franchisees separately, as they have different incentives.

Franchisors

The business model of franchisors is normally easier to understand. If they man-
ufacture their product (as auto manufacturers do), they attempt to maximize 
sales while reducing the costs of their products. This process may be very diffi-
cult, but it is usually quite transparent.

If they merely license a product or service produced elsewhere, their business is 
often more difficult to analyze. Advertising and product development costs 
often are a large portion of the overall business, and these can often be reduced 
sharply—but with negative effects on brand identity, product attributes, and 
therefore sales. 

15.The wholesale cost of an automobile—which is paid to the manufacturer—is often 80% to 
90% of the suggested retail price, and in competitive markets will sometimes range above 95% 
on some models.
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In either case, a fundamental management question is whether to primarily sat-
isfy the immediate customer for their products (the franchisees), or the ultimate 
retail customers. Many problems arise from this tension, as we will present later 
in this paper.

Franchisees

Franchisees may appear to be simply re-sellers of products, and therefore 
readily analyzed. They buy a product wholesale, and sell it retail. However, a 
closer look often reveals significant complications. In particular:

1. What product to sell?
The franchisee may be compelled to sell only one brand of product—or not. If the 
franchisee can only sell one brand of product, it often cannot effectively compete 
when markets or consumer preferences change. If the franchisee offers multiple 
brands, it has an incentive to sell the brand with the highest markup. This establishes 
a kind of competition among franchisors to satisfy the franchisees—or at least the 
ones with the ability to represent multiple brands.

2. What price and profit margin?
The franchisee often has limited control over both the retail price, and the wholesale 
price of their goods and services. For auto dealers, the MSRP is typically a market 
limit on the price, and various “employee discount” plans are even more specific.16 
Thus, a franchisee’s business is heavily determined by factors outside its control.

3. What brand and market area?
A franchisee’s business is dependent on the viability of the brand, and if they have a 
designated market area, the viability of that market area. Neither of these essential 
variables are under their direct control.

Importance of Supplemental Income

Because of these factors, franchisees often strive to offer supplemental products 
and services that are outside the control of the franchisor. For example:

1. In the automobile retailing industry, “F&I” (finance and insurance) services are 
often an important profit source. Other additional services include extra options, 
special paint and fabric treatments, pinstripes and appearance packages.

2. In the auto rental business, rental agencies offer additional services such as gasoline 
fill-up, or various insurance services.

3. In the beer and wine distributing business, a distributor will often try to sell high-
profit products that are outside one franchisor’s control.

16.MSRP stands for “manufacturers suggested retail price,” and is commonly called “sticker 
price” because federal law requires it to be listed on the product. No law requires the product 
be sold at this price, but consumers resist strongly paying a premium above the “sticker.” 
Employee discount plans are a dominant force in certain local markets, notably in Michigan, 
because they establish a retail price for employees of GM, Ford, and DaimlerChrysler that is 
very close to a dealer’s wholesale price, and also establish a gross margin for the dealer. These 
plans typically do not allow for negotiated price or profit margins.
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Valuation of Franchisee Businesses

SOURCES OF VALUE 
FOR A FRANCHISEE

At the top level of analysis, a franchisee business is no different than any other. 
It purchases products and re-sells them, hopefully at a profit. It normally oper-
ates in a certain area, providing certain products which over time have been 
shown to have a ready market. Such businesses are normally fairly valued by 
looking at the expected stream of future profits, and adjusting for time and risk.

Projecting that future stream of profits, and discounting for the appropriate risk, 
is a tall order even in the fictitious “normal” business. In a franchisee busi-
nesses, however, there are differences right from the beginning. The key differ-
ences, explored in the previous section, arise from the lack of control over 
pricing and the vulnerability to changes in the brand and geographic market 
area.

Recognizing these characteristics, we expect a franchisee business to have the 
following sources of value: 

1. The value that arises from the future stream of expected profits on the current brand, 
in the current market area; 

2. The “growth option” for that brand, or variants of that brand, that may be offered in 
the future and for which the franchisee would be expected to be appointed the exclu-
sive distributor in the market area; 

3. A reduction in value for the risk that the brand itself may decline, or the manufac-
turer may cease to business.

We call these different “sources” of value, because they arise from factors under 
different party’s control. The first source—the profits on the current business—
are substantially under the control of the current managers. The second 
source—growth options—are only partially under the control of the current 
managers. The third source—brand viability—is almost completely outside the 
control of the managers of the franchisee.

VALUATION 
APPROACHES

The correct approach to valuing a franchisee business will first depend on the 
information available. We examine these approaches in order of preference.

Market Transactions and the Value of the Brand

If market information for similar enterprises is available, such information 
should be given heavy weight in estimating the value of a franchisee. However, 
the analyst must carefully consider whether a comparable sale is indeed “com-
parable.” Because the value of a franchisee includes brand-specific attributes, as 
well as area-specific attributes, many “comparables” are not comparable at all.
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For example, consider two beer distributors of similar size, operating in similar 
areas. The first represents one, large, dominant brewer: Anheuser-Busch. The 
second represents an assortment of other brands. Even this relatively close com-
parison would miss the differences in the brands. With Anheuser-Busch brands 
growing in market share nationally, and brands from other major brewers losing 
market share, there exists in the market what might be called a “Bud pre-
mium.”17

Consider an extreme case, this time from the automobile industry. Two General 
Motors dealers, each selling 800 new cars a year in a suburban market, are up 
for sale. One—let’s say a Chevrolet dealer—is sold for a known price. Is this a 
comparable sale for the purposes of valuing the other? 

For many decades, it would have appeared to be. However, in December 2000, 
General Motors announced they were shutting down production of Oldsmobile 
vehicles, after they had been in continuous production for over 100 years.18 
Many observers thought the new Saturn nameplate, with a much shorter history, 
fewer sales, and a smaller model line, should be discontinued instead. Although 
Oldsmobile’s sales had suffered, it still outsold most brands in the United States 
market.19 However, subsequently GM invested in new products for Saturn, 
while phasing out Oldsmobile. 

Subsequent to the announcement of the brand’s imminent demise, the market 
value for an Oldsmobile dealership plummeted to near zero.20 A valuator rely-
ing on the market price for similar GM dealerships, to estimate the value of an 
Oldsmobile dealer, would have made an error of nearly 100%. A valuator rely-
ing on a capitalized income approach, using current earnings, would have made 
an error of a similar magnitude. 

17.The top twelve selling beer brands in the United States in 2000-2001, in order of volume, 
were: Bud Light, Budweiser, Coors Light, Miller Lite, Natural Light, Busch, Corona Extra, 
Busch Light, Miller High Life, Miller Genuine Draft, Heineken, and Michelob Light. 
Anheuser-Busch brews six of these. Beer Handbook, Adams Beverage Group, 2002.

18.Certain 2004 models will be the last produced, according to GM. Ransom E. Olds built his 
first horseless carriage in 1887, and formed the Olds Motor Vehicle Company in 1897. Olds-
mobile became part of General Motors in 1908. Historical information found at: http://
www.thehistoryofcars.com/oldsmobile.html; Hoover’s Company Database.

19.In 2000, Oldsmobile sold 289,172 vehicles, compared with Saturn’s 271,800. Oldsmobile 
sales that year also exceeded those of BMW, Cadillac, Hyundai, Infinity, Lexus, Lincoln, 
Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Subaru, and Volvo. All these brands continue in operation as of 2004. 
Auto sales data from Anderson Economic Group “Auto Industry Facts and Figures” web site, 
at: http://www.andersoneconomicgroup.com; base data from Auto News and other sources.

20.There was a residual value to these dealerships, of course. General Motors offered a settlement 
package to existing Oldsmobile dealers, though its value was far less than the market value of 
an Olds dealership a few years before.
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ESTIMATING BY 
SOURCE OF VALUE 

In the absence of truly comparable market information, the best approach is to 
look at each source of value individually. The appropriate method for valuing 
each source will often be different.

Value of Current Business

To value the future profits on current business, a standard income approach may 
often be used. There are many texts on business valuation that describe this 
workhorse method.21 The standard approach involves forecasting the revenue 
and costs, and then estimating a cost of capital. The cost of capital is then used 
to discount the forecasted cash flows, either to the equity investors or to the firm 
as a whole.22 

This capitalized stream of estimated future income may then be adjusted for cer-
tain discounts and premiums. For franchisee firms, a substantial “discount for 
marketability” is usually necessary, as the franchise agreement normally 
imposes restrictions on the buyer.23

Estimating the Value of Growth Options

To value the growth options on the current business, there are at least two meth-
ods.

1. The first is to use a standard discounted cash flow model for the firm as a whole, but 
assume a higher growth rate. This method can be easily abused. This is particularly 
the case if the higher growth rate assumption—which may be justified for a short 
period—becomes part of a perpetuity. 
This error sometimes occurs without the analyst being specific. For example, con-
sider the Gordon Growth Model formula, a common tool. This formula takes the 

21.Pratt, et. al (1996) is an excellent reference to the standard approaches. Pratt, et. al, identify 
three methods of valuation as the income approach, the market approach, and the asset-based 
approach. By comparison, Damadoran (1996) describes a “discounted cash flow” approach 
(essentially an income approach), a “relative valuation” approach (which appears to incorpo-
rate both market information and asset information), and a “contingent claims” approach that 
relies on option theory. A more recent reference work containing work of a number of authors 
is Hitchner (2003). 

References that take a more rigorous approach include Abrams (2001) and Anderson (forthcom-
ing 2004).

22.We omit here much discussion about the proper way to forecast the future earnings, and the 
proper discount rate to use. 

23.There may be other restrictions on the number of potential buyers as well; some franchisors 
(notably Anheuser-Busch) in the beer industry actively discourage their franchisees also repre-
senting brands from other brewers. A similar practice was traditional in the automobile indus-
try until the past decade or so; now it is common to see dealer-principals with investments in 
multiple dealerships that cross manufacturers.
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next period’s earnings, and assumptions about growth and discount rates, and pro-
duces a current value estimate. 
The classic Gordon Growth model formula relies on the mathematical relationship 
between a series of cash flows and their present value. If we denote profit in year one 
(the first year to be discounted) as , the discount rate as r, and the periodic growth 

rate as g, the present value of the perpetual series (the sum for periods t=1,..., ) 
is:24

. (EQ 1)

Note that, for such a formula to make sense, the discount rate must exceed the 
growth rate. If this is not the case, the formula should not be used.25 A more com-
mon error is to exaggerate the growth rate (or, equivalently, underestimate the dis-
count rate). This error sometimes bedevils analysts considering companies with 
growth options in their current business. Such options may imply a higher growth 
rate for a few years.26 However, inserting this into the Gordon Growth formula 
affects the entire perpetuity. To compound matters, the discount rate for the firm 
should reflect the risk borne by investors; investors depending on volatile options 
will demand a higher discount rate. 
If a higher growth rate is indeed justified for a certain period, then one of the two-
stage growth models, or a similar method that returns future growth to a sustainable 
rate, should be used.27 The discount rate should also be adjusted to reflect the actual 
risk.

2. A second approach would be to explicitly model the growth options using a contin-
gent claim, or “real options,” approach.28 Such an approach is certainly founded on 
firm mathematical and economic grounds, but practical concerns (including lack of 

24.The popularization of this formula, which appears in many texts, is due to Gordon (1962). 
Abrams (2001), chapter 3, contains an extensive discussion, including a comparison with other 
formulas. He also cites Gordon (1956) and Williams (1938) as antecedents. Anderson (2004) 
derives the Gordon Growth formula from fundamental economic principles, and notes how the 
formula differs when current earnings (or dividends) are used in the numerator.

25.There are many conditions where this formula should not be used, including: where cash flows 
are not regular and predictable, the growth rate is not likely to be consistent, there are substan-
tial risks to the survival of the firm, and where the discount or growth rates will likely change 
significantly over time.

26.For many firms with substantial growth options, the correct method for estimating their value 
would not be to explicitly model the real option, not project a steady cash flow that will almost 
certainly never materialize. See below.

27.This can be done by explicitly modeling specific years, and then capitalizing a sustainable 
stream of income after that period; or by using a formula that incorporates a growth rate that 
reverts to a sustainable rate. 

28.Only a few valuation references, including Damadoran (1996) and Anderson (2004), discuss 
the contingent-claim approach in any detail. See the further discussion below.
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data, undeveloped methods, confusion about terms, and unfamiliarity with the topic) 
will often prove to be formidable obstacles. We return to this topic below.

Estimating Brand Risk

From the definition of a “franchise,” the sources of value, and the deep and 
mutual dependency of the franchisee and franchisor, it should be clear that a 
franchised firm carries a risk that originates in the franchise itself. The major 
part of this risk—that the brand identity will become tarnished to the point of 
being worthless—can be called “brand risk.” 

We recommend a method for estimating this below. First, however, we must dis-
cuss why standard methods will not work.

DEFICIENCIES OF 
STANDARD 
APPROACHES

Problems in the Standard Approach

As evidenced by the examples cited above, the risks to a franchised business are 
substantial, and arise from multiple sources. The standard income approach to 
company valuation derives discount rates from modern portfolio theory. This 
theory and its many variations are based on a risk-return trade-off for investors 
with multiple securities available for their purchase.29 Thus, uncertainty is sum-
marized in a risk factor for certain securities (or portfolios of securities). 

However, much less work has been done on operating businesses with substan-
tial risks arising from brand identities outside the manager’s control, where the 
underlying assets are not traded, and where the major investor will also likely be 
the manager. This suggests that the standard capitalized income approach, using 
current earnings and discount rates in a fashion appropriate for many firms, will 
often miss the mark for valuation of franchisees. 

Much of the mean-variance framework underlying modern portfolio theory is 
based on the availability to an investor of a range of assets, with well-behaved 
distributions, and low (or non-existent) transaction prices.30 Under this assump-
tion, some investors are assumed to be able to replicate the risk and reward char-

29.The seminal theories arise from the mean-variance framework originated by Harry Markowitz 
in the 1950’s, and developed into a full model by William Sharpe and others in the 1960’s. 
From these innovations sprang the CAPM, APT, and various multi-factor models. A survey is 
contained in many of the references cited above. It is interesting to note that Sharpe’s journal 
article explaining the CAPM was rejected by the Journal of Finance when it was first submit-
ted.

30.Damadoran (1996), chapter 18, notes that even when data are available, the main option pric-
ing models (Black-Scholes, binomial) depend on such premises as traded assets that can repli-
cate a portfolio, asset prices that follow continuous processes, known and consistent variances 
in asset prices, and instantaneous exercise of options. For closely-held franchisee firms, every 
one of these assumptions may be violated!
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acteristics of a portfolio using other assets.31 With these assumptions, the focus 
of much of research has been to identify the factors that best predict the risk-
reward preferences of investors, and therefore the asset prices they willingly 
pay. Furthermore, the derivation of the formulas used in this literature often 
involves strong assumptions about transactions costs, type of stochastic process 
affecting prices, and others.32

At least two of these strong assumptions are often violated in franchise firms:

1. A key source of value for a firm—the franchise itself—will be subject to risk. Fur-
thermore, that risk will typically not be modeled by a nice normal distribution, or 
even a collection of a large number of independent distributions.33 Instead it will 
probably be a “jump” process, such as a Poisson process.

2. The “no arbitrage” assumption, or the assumption that asset prices can be enforced 
through the assembly of a replicating portfolio, will probably be violated. These are 
not publicly traded firms, and furthermore are often under the substantial control of a 
small group of investors.

Example Deficiency: Cost of Capital

One example will illustrate this. Consider the task of estimating the cost of cap-
ital, in a classic capitalized income method, of a small, franchised firm. Many 
such efforts rely on data from publicly traded companies to arrive at a weighted 
average cost of capital for such a firm, using the classic CAPM approach. How-
ever, there are no such firms in the public markets. As a substitute, valuators 
have used publicly traded firms in the same industry, or even in an industry that 
is similar. Cost of capital for auto dealers has been estimated using data for auto 

31.The principle of “no arbitrage” is usually a pillar of this approach. This principle does not 
require every investor to be capable of completing an arbitrage transaction, but that some 
investors are capable, and motivated by the potential profits.

For a rigorous mathematical treatise based heavily on the principal of “no arbitrage,” see Duffie 
(2001), especially chapter 1 and its historical notes.

32.For example, the Black-Scholes and binomial models for option prices rely on strong assump-
tions about the distributions of the stochastic process embedded in the prices; the mean-vari-
ance framework itself (and the standard “beta” regression equation) rely on strong 
assumptions about the distribution of returns and availability of assets. The standard regres-
sion equation methods typically are derived from an assumption that the explanatory variable 
is not stochastic, and even when that assumption is relaxed, that the explanatory and dependent 
variable are not contemporaneously correlated. Such an assumption is almost certainly vio-
lated by most empirical work.

All this does not mean the mean-variance framework isn’t useful, or that CAPM and its variants 
provide no useful information. What it means is that the standard approaches have limitations, 
and economists should be ready to modify or abandon them when their fundamental premises 
are violated.

33.One or the other of these assumptions are critical to the use of Ordinary Least Squares regres-
sions, which are the fundamental empirical tool used in CAPM models.
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manufacturers. Cost of capital for beer distributors has been estimated using 
data for large grocery wholesalers, or beer brewers.

These substitutes, even when used advisedly, all fail to capture the brand risk 
inherent in the business of a closely-held franchised firm. Thus, such risks get 
lumped into a vaguely-defined “specific risk,” or become part of a discount (for 
marketability, or other factor), or, worse, get ignored.

Conclusion: Deficiencies in the Standard Model

The thrust of this discussion is not that modern portfolio theory, or even the 
classic CAPM model, are useless. The standard models may provide a reason-
able approximation, subject to many qualifications, to reality for investors with 
large portfolios of publicly traded firms.34 Instead, we conclude that the classic 
approach will not work for privately-held, franchised firms. We must develop 
something better, or at least develop a modification that improves the standard 
approaches.

PRICING FRANCHISED 
FIRMS SUBJECT TO 
BRAND RISK

We suggest the following method for addressing these deficiencies:

First, recognize the risk in the franchise itself. Even a rudimentary attempt to 
account for this risk is probably better than simply ignoring it.

Second, consider directly including in the capitalization of future income, or the 
real-option value of the firm, an explicit factor for brand risk. We show one for-
mula below.

A Note on Application to Franchisors and Franchisees

The importance of measuring brand risk applies to both franchisees and fran-
chisors. However, brand risk can be cataclysmic for a small, privately-held fran-
chisee. A large franchisor—such as a multi-brand brewer or automobile 
manufacturer—would probably survive the termination of one brand. Thus, the 
relative importance of individual brand risks will often differ for franchisors and 
franchisees, even if they are both representing the same brand. In the discussion 
that follows, we generally focus on a franchisee representing one brand.

34.By using the term “reasonable approximation,” I am sidestepping the debate over whether cur-
rent models can adequately explain the equity premiums that persist, or whether the CAPM, 
APT, Fama-French, or many variants of these best explain aggregate security prices. A good 
survey of empirical tests is in Damadoran (1996), chapter 3. A more technical survey is con-
tained in Ross (1989). Both surveys indicate that CAPM and its variants have well-established 
the notion of risk-reward trade-off, and provide some indication of the relative risk of certain 
sectors in publicly-traded securities markets. However, the more specific implications of these 
models have repeatedly failed empirical tests.
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Brand Risk and Poisson Processes

The fundamental brand risk is that the brand itself will decay, the products will 
no longer be produced, or the franchisee will lose its franchise rights. All these 
are, for well-managed firms, small probabilities in any one year. Thus, the 
assumptions that underlay the standard mean-variance framework for stock 
portfolios do not apply.35 

Instead, we suggest the Poisson distribution as an appropriate model for brand 
risk. This statistical distribution is close to that of a binomial distribution in 
which the number of trials is very high, and the probability of success in each 
trial is low. The Poisson is typically used in studies of errors, breakdowns, queu-
ing behavior, and other phenomena where the chance of any one subject facing 
a specific event is small, but where the number of subjects is large.

A Poisson process can produce a series that mimics this type of activity, in 
which most years feature no activity. A Poisson process is governed by the 
probability density function for discrete variables:

.

x = 0, 1, 2,.... (EQ 2)

Note that the Poisson is a discrete probability distribution; it provides positive 
probabilities only for integers x = 0, 1, 2,....36

Present Value of a Future Stream With Poisson Risk

A brand, and its sponsoring franchisor, can be viewed as creating a value that is 
expected to remain intact for some time. However, at some unknown future 
date, either the franchisor or the brand will cease to provide a product or brand 
of similar value.37 The time between now, and the brand termination, will often 
be much longer than the 5 years that are often used to explicitly forecast earn-

35.In particular, there are not a wide variety of securities that create a risk-reward frontier, or that 
could, under additional assumptions, could be expected to have (by appeal to the Central Limit 
Theorem) normally distributed returns or risk characteristics.

36.The PDF shown in Equation 2 on page 19 can produce non-integer numbers, but these are 
probabilities of certain integer values, not the values themselves. Random Poisson numbers 
always produce integers. For example, a Monte Carlo run of random Poisson numbers with 
lambda = .25 produced 100 numbers: mostly zeroes, some ones, and one two. The sum of all 
100 numbers was 21; 21/100 is close to the mean arrival rate lambda = .25. For more on 
Monte Carlo tests of Poisson processes, see the Appendix.
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ings; we suggest below a rule for particularly strong brands that implies an 
expected life of 100 years.

Introducing this type of risk into a stream of future cash flows obviously 
changes its net present value. Returning to the Gordon Growth model formula 
of Equation 1 on page 15, we note that a perpetual stream generated by a con-
stant growth rate and discounted by a constant discount factor, can be neatly 
summarized in a present value formula. What if that cash flow stream is subject 
to termination at unknown future time, determined by a random process?

The first answer to this question is we will deal with a mathematical expecta-
tion, not a simple sum. Of course, we are in practical terms always dealing with 
an expectation of the future, conditioned on current information and based on 
assumptions about future risks, growth assumptions, and other factors.In this 
case, rather than assume we have these assumptions correct and blithely adopt 
mathematical terminology that implies precision that does not exist, we will 
explicitly call the sum an “expectation.”

The second answer is a happier one. Fortunately, there is a formula incorporat-
ing risks modeled by a Poisson process, which can be used as a basis for some 
firm valuations. Although we will not derive it here, the expected net present 
value of a stream of income, with profit in year one , discount rate r, and the 
periodic growth rate g, of the series of periods t=1,..., , where  is governed 

by a Poisson process, is:38

, (EQ 3)

where λ = the “mean arrival rate” of a Poisson process. For a Poisson process 
where λ = 5, and 100 periods, the mean arrival rate of 5 would be expected to 
produce about 500 events during the time period. A brand risk for certain brands 

37.Recall that we separately considered the value due to the possibility of the franchise growing, 
in the discussion on “growth options.” That possibility is complemented by the risk of a fran-
chise that slowly declines in value, but remains operational.

38.The basic derivation of NPV formula for a series governed by Poisson risk is in Dixit and Pin-
dyck (1994). See our derivation of this modification, discussion, and other sources in the 
Appendix.
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may be modeled as a Poisson process with λ = .05, meaning that we expect only 
about one event every 20 years. We just don’t know when it will occur. Note 
that, for brand risk, the mean arrival rate can typically not exceed 1. Other 
events in a franchise, and indeed other business events, could be modeled as a 
Poisson process with different parameters.

Mean Arrival Rate for Franchises, and the Oldsmobile Rule

What is the mean arrival rate for the termination of a franchise? The first 
answer, of course, is that nobody knows. If we did know a franchise was about 
to be terminated, it would no longer be a probability statement. We must esti-
mate the risk. Fortunately again, we have some empirical information that sug-
gests a parameterization of a Poisson process for brand risk in franchises. 

We noted above the dominance of the franchise system, and the importance of 
brands, in the Automobile industry. We also noted that the Oldsmobile brand 
was discontinued by GM after slightly over 100 years of continuous production, 
even though it continued to outsell most other brands. This suggests that, for 
strong franchise systems with well-established brands, the mean arrival rate for 
the termination of the franchise should be about 1% per year. We suggest this 
“Oldsmobile Rule” establishes the lower bound for most franchises’ brand risk.

For weaker brands—and most franchises will be weaker than Oldsmobile—the 
mean arrival rate will be higher. How much higher? A valuator for a firm should 
ask that question, and examine the track record of other franchises in that indus-
try for evidence to the answer.

Monte Carlo Testing of This Formula

To validate the method described above, we conducted Monte Carlo trials of 
cash flows for fictitious companies subject to termination risk. For the trials, we 
used a Poisson process with λ=1/100, total number of periods T=100, growth 
rate g=4%, and discount rate d=8%. Representative results of a trial of n=10 are 
summarized in the following table. The methodology is further discussed in 
“Appendix” on page 28.

The results are clear. Ignoring the termination risk produces an value estimate 
well above the mean of the multiple trials. In this case, the error is about 20% on 
average. However, the range is more striking; the error could range from 50% to 
zero. The suggested formula for expectation with risk produces a good estimate 
of the actual mean of the random trials. 
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Implications of the Oldsmobile Rule and Poisson Risk

The implications of Poisson risk in franchise business value, and the Oldsmo-
bile Rule for its size, are straightforward:

1. Ignoring the brand risk in a franchised firm will result in an exaggerated value esti-
mate. 

2. The effect of the risk of the value of the firm, is proportional to the change in the dis-
count rate implied by the mean arrival rate of the termination of the franchise. For 
strong franchises, the inclusion of this risk will affect the expected capitalized value 
of future earnings in a manner similar to raising the discount rate by 1%.

3. For franchised firms depending on weak brands, the brand risk can have a very large 
effect on the valuation of the firm. Modeling that risk as a Poisson process provides 
a straightforward way to properly account for that risk.

Note on Market Value Estimation Methods

The value of an entire franchisee enterprise will include the bundle of sources of 
value. Thus, actual market transactions for franchised companies, when the data 
are available, represent the combined value of all three sources. 

In franchised industries, most of these data are collected on companies with 
strong brands. Therefore, the brand risk for most of them—but not all—will be 
low. Be aware when using market comparables that a weak-brand franchise will 
carry risks that would not be represented in data for “comparable” strong-brand 
firms.

TABLE 1. Monte Carlo Trial Results, Net Present Value of Cash Flow Subject to Poisson Risk

Variable Symbol Result

Expected Results:

  Net Present Value of Cash Flow, Assuming No 
  Uncertainty, to T=100a

NPV 2540

  Expectation of NPV, with Risk NPVrisky 2080

Actual Results:

  High-End of NPVs, Actual Series NPVrisky-
High

2540

  Low-End of NPV, Actual Series NPVrisky-
Low

1080

  Mean of NPV, Actual Series NPVrisk-
yMean

2181

a. If the cash flow had been, in fact, a perpetuity, the NPV would have been 2600; this is about a 2% approximation error. 
However, the correct comparison is with this figure, as all the other series ended at T periods.
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“RULES OF THUMB” The preceding discussion indicates that there are at least three sources of value 
in a franchised firm. We now consider whether those are recognized in standard 
“rules of thumb” for the valuation of franchisee firms. For this purpose, we 
describe two such rules used in the beer distribution industry:

1. The “dollars per case” rule of thumb estimates the value of a beer distributor as a 
multiple of the number of cases sold in the preceding 12 months. The multiples used 
in recent years have largely been between $5 and $15 per case. 

2. The “times gross profit” rule estimates the value as a multiple of gross profits (price-
to-retailer less cost of goods sold, without any reduction for operating costs or 
taxes). These again vary, but often range from two to five times the past year’s gross 
profit.

These rules are not entirely without merit. They neatly encapsulate:

a. A cost of capital
b. A ratio of operating costs, an perhaps cost of goods sold, and finally a net profit 

ratio
c. An expectation of future growth
d. An assessment of brand strength, including brand risk.
e. An assumption about scale of the enterprise
f. Most other assumptions and factors that would be necessary in a complete valua-

tion study.

Indeed, an experienced professional knowledgeable about the industry, the 
brands involved, the company, and the area can often make a pretty good esti-
mate using these rules of thumb along with the preceding knowledge. However, 
note how many conditions are the past sentence. (There were at least two about 
the person making the investment, and another four about his or her knowl-
edge).Once these conditions were fulfilled, the person would be well on his or 
her way to having in hand the information needed to perform a full valuation.

Having been exposed to many estimates described as made by a person familiar 
with these rules, I note that experienced “rule users” think carefully about the 
items on the list of conditions. Often, they think very well and carefully, indeed. 
Such individuals start by discussing the brand and the company, and only later 
start multiplying.

The problem with the “rules” is not these practitioners. It is those without the 
deep industry knowledge or knowledge of the subject brand, company, or area. 
For these individuals—which include some well-credentials business valuation 
professionals—the “rule” can provide support for an incomplete, or just plain 
wrong, analysis. Examples of such errors include:

1. Missing the brand strength—or weakness.
Many Oldsmobile dealerships in 2001 appeared, using a multiple of revenue or unit 
sales, to quite valuable businesses. In reality, their brand was about to go away. Con-
versely, some brands have excellent futures and deserve a premium.
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2. Missing the area
An auto dealer in an area with rapidly growing population will normally be worth 
much more than one in an area of declining population. 

3. Missing the franchise
Franchises are based on agreements that are known, and respected, by both franchi-
see and franchisor. If one of these parties does not recognize, respect, or anticipate 
continued business with the other, then the past-year’s sales probably mean rela-
tively little.

Conclusion: Rules of Thumb

Rules of thumb are informative, and useful for those with deep knowledge of 
the industry, company, and area. Most individuals, including most professional 
business valuators, do not have such depth. Furthermore, they encapsulate mul-
tiple assumptions that need to be expressed explicitly in a valuation opinion. It 
is a good idea to know about rules of thumb. It is not such a good idea to rely 
upon them.
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Damages in Franchised Businesses

Franchises rely on two parties: a franchisor, and a group of franchisees. The 
structure of franchised industries establishes their mutual dependency. If they 
both work together, they can both prosper. If they do not—particularly if one 
party abridges their agreements with the other—both usually suffer.

As a result, disputes and resulting damages often occur in these industries. 
Common causes are:

COMMON DISPUTES 
AND EVENTS 
GENERATING 
DAMAGES

1. The franchisor violates the exclusive market area of the franchisee.
2. The franchisor refuses to allow a qualified purchaser to become the new franchisee.
3. The franchisor imposes unreasonable demands on the franchisee.
4. The franchisee fails to properly represent the brand.
5. The franchisee fails to meet quality, service, or sales performance standards.
6. The franchisee improperly represents competing products.

These are typical sources of dispute arising from the franchise arrangement 
itself. Note that such actions normally do not cause damages in a non-franchised 
arrangement. For example, in the absence of a fixed-price contract, a supplier 
can typically raise its price, stop selling product to a certain purchaser, change 
product advertising a pricing, and sell to multiple purchasers in the same area. 
Buyers have similar rights, and may open new retail stores without contractual 
restrictions. In general, neither has any recourse outside of specific contractual 
provisions. However, in a franchise agreement, any of these may cause dam-
ages. 

Note also that the list above does not include the more common violations of 
contracts, as failure to pay proper amounts on time, or failure to deliver proper 
goods and services on time. These also occur in franchised industries, but are 
not unique.

NOTES ON 
ESTIMATING 
DAMAGES

Damages for franchised firms can be estimated using a similar methods as for 
non-franchised firms.39 However, our experience suggests the following addi-
tional steps when estimating damages for franchised firms:

1. First, understand the business. This is always good advice, and certainly applies 
here. Know how it makes money, and why. Without this knowledge, which normally 
cannot be acquired from accounting statements, you cannot understand whether a 
party has been truly injured, and by how much.

39.We do not describe the general methods here; a good reference is Gaughan (2000).
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2. Understand the franchise. Consider what the brand identity is, how it is advertised, 
what benefits it brings to both parties. Review carefully the franchise agreement.

3. Consider the franchise restrictions. If one party does not live up to an explicit provi-
sion in the franchise agreement, such an action will often severely affect the other. 
This often occurs because the franchise agreement restricts the ability of the injured 
party to substitute other goods or services.

4. Consider brand strength, and growth options in the brand. Compare the brand with 
others in the same market. Are this brand’s sales gaining market share, or losing it?

5. Using a method suggested here, or another good method, include the brand risk in 
your analysis.

6. Consider the growth prospects and desireability of the trade area, if one is desig-
nated.

7. Examine carefully the performance requirements in the franchise agreement. You 
may compare this also with the typical performance of other companies in the indus-
try.

8. Consider the ability to substitute other brands. Often, this will mitigate damages.
9. Look for embedded costs that are requirements for representing the brand. These 

should often be modeled as fixed costs for that brand’s business.
10. Look for additional benefits of being part of the franchised system. Such benefits 

can include advertising, volume pricing on key purchases, referrals though a 
national reservations system, web site, or other such mechanism. In some industries 
(such as rental car agencies and other travel-related firms), these national reserva-
tions systems and related advertising are often the prime source of customers.

11. Consider the costs of the franchise, and weigh them against the benefits. There are 
probably good reasons for the parties to have initially agreed to a franchise arrange-
ment. Are those reasons still valid? If so, how much has changed?
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Conclusions

Based on the analysis presented above, we arrive at the following conclusions:

1. Franchised businesses, including both franchisors and franchisees, are unusual in 
certain respects. To understand such businesses, you must understand the franchise 
as well as more obvious business factors.

2. Federal and state laws often affect the security of the franchise, or establish the 
structure of the industry. This is particularly true for alcoholic beverage distribution, 
and is also true for automobile retailing.

3. The brand identity of the product or service is an essential element of the value of a 
franchised firm. Brands are perishable items, though, and over time many decay or 
become worthless. This can have catastrophic results for a franchised firm depen-
dent on that brand.

4. To model this “brand risk,” we recommend a mathematical method that neatly incor-
porates the degree of risk into a modification of a common capitalized income for-
mula. 

5. We recommend that valuators consider all franchised businesses to have some 
“brand risk,” and suggest that the experience of Oldsmobile indicates that the mean 
arrival rate of termination for strong brands will often be around 1% per year.

6. As an illustration and verification of our recommended method, we present results of 
Monte Carlo trials of the net present value of dividends from fictitious firms subject 
to simulated “brand risk.” Such trials support the use of the recommended formula 
for capitalizing risky future earnings. 

7. The Monte Carlo trials also show how ignoring brand risk, and using standard capi-
talized income formulas for franchised firms, will result in an exaggerated value 
estimate. The range of errors ranges from a small overestimate to a very large over-
estimate, depending on the (unknown) time until the brand decays.

8. Both the analysis of “brand risk,” and a consideration of other factors typically 
reviewed in business valuations, reveal that “rules of thumb” for the value of fran-
chised firms must be used with great caution.

9. When called upon to estimate damages to franchised firms, a proper capitalization of 
future lost profits will recognize both the value of the brand itself (including any 
growth options), as well as the brand risk inherent in it.
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Appendix

DERIVING THE 
EXPECTED VALUE 
UNDER UNCERTAINTY

The present value of a perpetual series of returns to a security that vary with 
time R(t), is:

(EQ 1)

If R(t) is a dividend process that pays an initial amount A, which grows at a con-
stant rate g, and we discount at a (higher) constant rate r, this equation simplifies 
to: 

(EQ 2)

Evaluating this integral (taking the limit as t goes to infinity or zero) produces:

, (EQ 3)

which is our Gordon Growth model formula. Now consider the same integral 
with a Poisson risk, which can be modeled using a mean arrival rate of λ. 
Because this is a random event, we do not know the period t = τ at which the 
event occurs. Until that time, we can not calculate the present value, but must 
instead calculate its expectation. This, in turn, becomes

. (EQ 4)

For the rate r in this equation, we can substitute d-g for the discount rate less the 
growth rate, using the derivation above as a guide.

After the event occurs, (t > τ ), the expected present value is zero.
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Source Notes

The application here to franchises and their risks is new. However, the mathe-
matical treatment borrows from work over the past decade on bonds with 
default risk. The best introduction to the mathematics of investment under Pois-
son risk uncertainty is Dixit & Pindyck (1994), chapter 3. For a mathematically 
rigorous treatment, including extensions to cases where the recovery amount is 
not zero, see Duffie (2001), chapter 11. For a good recent application, see Dreis-
sen (2002). A review of the mathematics of perpetual cash flows is available in, 
e.g., Chiang (1974), chapter 13.

MONTE CARLO TESTS 
USING POISSON 
PROCESSES

We used a Monte Carlo approach to illustrate the concepts of Poisson process 
risk in discounted cash flows, and verified approximately the formulas for esti-
mating the expected discounted present value of those cash flows. 

The Monte Carlo runs were implemented in Matlab.40 This software environ-
ment allows for the use of an extensive library of mathematical and statistical 
functions, handles matrix data natively, and can be programmed to allow for 
functions that operate on data in vector and matrix form. This environment was 
used for most of the routines in Anderson (forthcoming 2004), including the 
material on investment under uncertainty that parallel this article.

For the trials, we used a Poisson process with λ=1/100, total number of periods 
T=100, growth rate g=4%, and discount rate d=8%. For this number of periods, 
the difference between an actual perpetuity (assuming no risk) and the calcu-
lated net present value would be small. Representative results of a trial of n=10 
are summarized in the following table. 

Similar results were obtained for n=100 trials, except for two results that are 
consistent with statistical theory: First, the difference between the mean actual 
NPV of the series, and the expectation, narrowed to within 2%. Second, the 
range expanded; when you run 100 trials of a Poisson process with a mean 
arrival rate of 1%, you would expect at least a handful of trials would have the 
termination occur quite early. In fact, this occurred in our test; one calculated 
NPV was zero, indicating the random termination event occurred the first time 
period

40.Matlab is a trademarked product of The Mathworks, in Natuck Massachusetts. Their website is 
at: http://www.mathworks.com.
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